
EE 454

Power System Analysis

MW, 8:30am-10:20am, Online

Instructor: Baosen Zhang
zhangbao@uw.edu
Office hour link: https://washington.zoom.us/j/97086844883
Fridays 3:30-4:30 pm, or by appointment
TA: Trisha Ray, tr272@uw.edu

Course Description: This course considers the operation of power systems. We will define and
discuss the major problems in steady state power system analysis, transmission line and transformer
modeling, solve power flow and optimal power flow problems, and understand stability concerns in
the power system.
Prerequisite(s): This class requires some background in power systems and linear algebra. Some
familiarity with optimization, calculus and programming would be helpful.

Text(s): The required textbook is

• “Power Systems Analysis and Design”, by Glover, Sarma and Overbye

Some references that maybe useful are

• “Power System Generation, Operation & Control”, by Wood & Wollenberg

• “Power Systems Analysis ”, by Bergen and Vittal

Exams and Assignments:

1. Homework Assignments: Weekly homework assignments

2. Midterm: time TBD

3. Final: Wed, Dec 16, 8:30-10:20, remote

Grade Distribution:

1. Homework, 50%

2. Midterm, 20%

3. Final, 30%

Programming Notes:

1. For most of the class, you may use whatever language you are comfortable with, e.g. Matlab,
Python, R, C++, Julia,... As long as you can accomplish the programming questions.
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2. For a few examples, we will use PowerWorld, which is a standard analysis tool used in industry.
There is a free version at https://www.powerworld.com/gloveroverbyesarma. If you’re using
MAC, you can use our departmental servers to run it.

Course Objectives: At the completion of this course, students should be able to:

1. Calculate active and reactive powers in AC systems
2. Describe and implement models of the various components of a power system
3. Understand the per unit system
4. Solve the power flow problem, interpret the result this program produces
5. Identify acceptable and unacceptable operating conditions
6. Explain the principles of economic dispatch and unit commitment
7. Explain how frequency and voltages are controlled in power systems

Website: The main website is http://zhangbaosen.github.io/teaching/EE454. We use the Canvas
website for grading and homework submissions.

Time Table (subject to change)

Week 1 Introdcution

Week 2 Transformer modeling, Per Unit system

Week 3 Transmission line modeling and operation

Week 4 Solving large electrical network

Week 5 Formulating and solving the power flow problem

Week 6 Solving power flow

Week 7 Applications of the power flow, generator modeling

Week 8 Economic dispatch

Week 9 Economic Dispatch, unit commitment

Week 10 Frequency control

Week 11 Frequency control, voltage control

Dec 16 Final Exam

Table 1: Schedule of the Class

Course Policies:

• Assignments

– No late assignments will be accepted!

– Comment your code!

• Class Participation

– You are expected to actively participate in lectures if you can attend them in realtime.

– Online lectures gets really boring if it’s only me talking into a computer.

• Exams

– Exams will be remote.

– It means they will be open everything (books, notes, Internet...). Please don’t commu-
nicate with each other.
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Academic Policies (language required by UW):

• Academic Honesty Policy Summary:
All students are expected to follow the student conduct code at
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/WAC/478-121TOC.html.
Every member of the class is expected to conform to the highest standards of academic
integrity. Offering and accepting solutions from others is an act of cheating, which is a
serious offense and all involved parties will be penalized according to the student
conduct code. Discussion about homework assignments are encouraged, but anything you
hand in must be your own work. If you use any results from published literature, you must
cite it clearly. Violation of the conduct code can lead to failure of the course and possibly
expulsion from the University. Not knowing the policy is not an excuse for cheating.

• Religious Accommodations:
Washington state law requires that UW develop a policy for accommodation of student ab-
sences or significant hardship due to reasons of faith or conscience, or for organized religious
activities. The UW’s policy, including more information about how to request an accommo-
dation, is available at
Religious Accommodations Policy (https://registrar.washington.edu/staffandfaculty/religious-
accommodations-policy/). Accommodations must be requested within the first two weeks of
this course using the
Religious Accommodations Request form (https://registrar.washington.edu/students/religious-
accommodations-request/).

• Disability Resources for Students:
Your experience in this class is important to me. It is the policy and practice of the University
of Washington to create inclusive and accessible learning environments consistent with federal
and state law. If you have already established accommodations with Disability Resources for
Students (DRS), please activate your accommodations via myDRS so we can discuss how
they will be implemented in this course.

If you have not yet established services through DRS, but have a temporary health condition
or permanent disability that requires accommodations (conditions include but not limited
to; mental health, attention-related, learning, vision, hearing, physical or health impacts),
contact DRS directly to set up an Access Plan. DRS facilitates the interactive process that
establishes reasonable accommodations. Contact DRS at disability.uw.edu.
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